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What is “BRIDGES” ?

• BRIDGES: “Binding Research Infrastructures for 
the Deployment of Global Experimental Science”

• Part of the NSF Int’l Research Network Connections (IRNC) program “Testbeds” platforms 
• Funded by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) 

• $2.5M USD, 3 years 

• BRIDGES is itself a testbed with two key goals:
• Provide trans-Atlantic cyber-infrastructure facility supporting experimental deployment and 

refinement of distributed science applications and advanced networking and CS research.  
• Develop, deploy, and refine a formal comprehensive cyber-virtualization architecture for managing 

future cyber-resources
• BRIDGES is not a production network – we are free to allocated the BRIDGES infrastructure 

as will best address the research and experimental needs of the target research projects
• Target user community:  US and European research collaborations.



BRIDGES Project Team

• George Mason University  (Fairfax, VA)
• Dr. Bijan Jabbari  (Principal Investigator)
• Jerry Sobieski (Co-PI)
• Dr. Liang Zhang (Research Associate)
• Hieu Nguyen (GRA)
GMU leads the infrastructure engineering and software 
research and deployment

• East Carolina University (Greenville, NC)
• Dr. Ciprian (Chip) Popoviciu (Co-PI)
• Colby Sawyer (Research Associate)
ECU heads up virtualized operational component, and is key 
in software development
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BRIDGES- The high level view of the infrastrcuture
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Infrastructure:  The Ring 
• Four “Nodes” connected by four 100 Gbps waves.

• Washington, DC US (Equinix Ashburn, VA)
• Paris, FR (Interaxion)
• Amsterdam, NL  (NetherLight/SURFnet)
• New York City, NY  US (MANLAN)

• Each BRIDGES node occupies its own dedicated rack and is composed of BRIDGES dedicate equipment, completely 
managed by the BRIDGES project  
• Nodes are collocated with global R&E open exchange points to facilitate physical X-connects when/where needed.
• Digital Realty/Interxion facilities in NYC, AMS, and PAR.    Equinix colo in WAS. (collocated with GMU, Internet2, and others)

• The Waves are all 100 Gbps ETH/OTN framing.
• Allows link concatenation up to 200 Gbps and deterministic performance provisioning. Ciena 6500 OTN hdw + Juniper MX204 hdw
• Trans-Atlantic sea-waves from WAS-PAR, and from NYC-AMS.  Global Cloud Exchange provider.
• Land waves are dim spectrum from WAS-NYC (Internet2) and AMS-PAR (SURFnet)

• Each BRIDGES node will offer multicore X86 virtual machines with up to 100Gbps network.  (200Gbps in future)
• Other hdw can be inserted to support other technologies in the Infrastructure (e.g. P4, GPUs, etc.)

• BRIDGES is an experimental Testbed
• How BRIDGES is applied to support science applications and other research is fully under control of the BRIDGES program and 

BRIDGES users



The Infrastructure: The Nodes
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Coming Soon!
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Objectives Conclusions Q&AChallenges

BRIDGES Staging Lab 



Virtualization as an Architecture
• BRIDGES asserts that ”virtualization” is an architectural concept 

• This is not simply a collection of things labeled “virtual” but a set of rigorously defined objects 
that are TA/HI and can be managed in a scalable and consistent manner – regardless of the type 
or function of the cyber object 

• BRIDGES promotes a Generic Virtualization Model that incorporates these notions
• Formalizes the notion of a cyber “resource”  that is technology agnostic and hardware 

independent
• Formalizes a means of composing more sophisticated cyber-resources from simpler or more 

basic cyber-resources
• Defines a simple software interface (API)  for creating resources and stepping them through 

their lifecycle
• Formalizes information exchange mechanisms (“ports”) by which virtual objects communicate.

• BRIDGES operates as a “fully virtualized” services environment
• Users (and Operations personnel) can interact with the BRIDGES services through an interactive 

web portal,  or software agents may interact via a programmatic API to automate resource 
provisioning and orchestration.

• Deterministic, predictable performance;   Agile, customizable, integrated virtual resource model
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The GVM Mapping Layer
• The mapping layer maps the  user “resource” description to appropriate underlying “infrastructure” 

components and reserves those components to be used in provisioning the requested resource
• At the lowest level, the “infrastructure” is indeed the physical hardware managed by some hardware specific software 

module.   E.g. OpenSTACK for Virtual Machines, or OpenNSA for virtual circuits.
• However, the underlying “infrastructure” may also consist of other virtual object(s).   E.g. A request for a virtual machine 

with 4 cores may cause the mapping layer to generate a nested request for a virtual bare-metal server.  The client for the 
new BMS in this case is a service agent in the mapping layer, and the server is initialized as a compute node and placed in 
service for VM allocation, and then the original VM request is completed.  

• The Mapping layer may also recursively forward  a request to a neighbor domain for fulfillment.  E.g. If the mapping layer 
cannot satisfy a four-core VM request, the mapping layer may submit a resource request for such a VM to a another GVM 
service domain.  

• Thus the “mapping layer” is actually virtual resource provider as well as a potential virtual resource user.   
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“Bridging” Collaborators with Virtualized 
Environments

Application specific networked environments

Lab A

Lab B

Lab C

Global science application “Alpha”  
A customized WAN infrastructure consisting of a broad range of dynamically allocated 

resources that are controlled by the client using SDN principles

Global science environment 
“Beta” 

US Projects and Facilities
EU Projects and Facilities



Present status as of Sep 2021
• The Washington and Paris nodes are staged and ready for deployment

• Washington installation is already underway.  Should be complete in early Oct 2021.
• Paris installation has been delayed due to inability to negotiate acceptable T’s & C’s 

with a US state gov’t institution.
• This issue arose initially with the Interxion (France) colocation contract.  And posed  the issue 

again as we contemplated the Interxion Amsterdam colo.
• Digital Realty (“DLR”) - MANLAN colo space provider - recently acquired Interxion.   DLR is a 

US corporation.   DLR (Jake Taylor and David Peed) have been instrumental in resolving the 
contracting obstacle, and BRIDGES is now signing a contract for all three remaining sites. 

• Paris hdw is being prepped for shipping.   Planned install in October 2021.
• WAS-PAR 100G wave contract is ready to go (now that Paris STP is tied down).   Est in 

service Nov 2021.
• AMS and NYC nodes are being ordered.   Expected install 2022-Q1.
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Present status as of Sep 2021
• The Generic Virtualization Services software source is in-hand

• Acknowledgement is due GEANT community and the European Commission who funded the early 
concept and initial software development and experimental deployment.

• The Central Services Facility (CSF) is up and running and ECU team is getting OpenNSA and 
OpenStack and other softwares configured.

• Key next steps:
• First XATL wave online (11/2021)  - Maybe by SC21.
• First possible research project(s) – by EoY (?)

• Physically Unclonable Functions for Identification of Large Scale IoT Assets (EU NGIAtlantic project), SCION, DFN
• COSMO, FAB (US IRNC Testbed siblings)
• Other projects are invited.

• Turn up operations support center in Greenville @ECU
• Full GVS user portal access 2021-Q4 and into 2022-Q1.

• PY2:  Oct 2021-Sep 2022
• Deploy AMS, NYC, and Dirt waves to PAR and WAS respectively.
• Multi-domain service software development.
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US-EU Collaborative Research

• The BRIDGES project is working with over 30 network and CS research 
projects in the US and EU.   These are a few of the initial collaborators 
and/or beneficiaries of the project:
• FABRIC, COSMOS, Chameleon, CloudLab, Esnet, EdgeNet, StarLight/iCAIR, Internet2, 

AutoGOLE
• SLICES, Fed4FIRE, EUWireless, Onelab, 5G EMPOWER, PlanetLab-EU, Grid5000, 

NetherLight/SURF, SCION, UvA, GEANT, CESnet, DFN, NORDUnet

• BRIDGES PIs work closely with both US and European network research 
communities and can act as liaison for US projects to reach potential EU 
collaborators - and vice-versa
• BRIDGES is seeking additional scientific applications that can benefit from 

highly agile international cyber-resources 
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• Bijan Jabbari        bjabbari@gmu.edu
• Jerry Sobieski      jerry@sobieski.net or jsobiesk@gmu.edu
• Chip Popoviciu popoviciuc18@ecu.edu

• Web site:  CNL.gmu.edu/BRIDGES

Contact Information
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The End
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